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ABSTRACT
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responses of 88 pairs were used to allow for a- study of the
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journalism. The job satisfaction scores, were then compared to
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-and to principals* rankings of their own xanagement styles. The
conclusions were that job satisfaction relates' significantly to
censorship, communication. conditions, certification, and symbaditic
communication, (TJ)
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Seconder ;ehool, Newspaper Adviser's Job Satisfactions

factor in Press Freedom.

School newspapers are produced by high school students

within the context of'educationaI organization. Immediately,
A

above these student journalists 1.6-the organizational hierarchy

is the newspaper adviser (who is often also the journalism

teacher in schools where that course is taught), and the

school principal, to whom the adviser is accountable-
,

While some school papers have been cand.d in coverage of
.T.

school issues, other have not: the adviser-prineliai reW:

tiOnship, as examined by isolating the job satisfaction of.-

the adviser, is thought to have great influence on the free-°

dom of the high school press.

Job satisfaction an be thought of as one part of an

organizational climate in a secondary school, and it pertains

to the perceptions the newspaper ildviser has about his/her

state-as-an individual within-the-school-organization..---In

the present study,'the 'adviser assessed internal feelings,

which included evaluations of experiences and events, and

was able to indicate peiTeptions and interpretations of job

satisfaction based on a personal system of values. The

result is a summary of-the adviser, not a summary of the

entire- organization.

A
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The school newspaper adviser is a person caught, seem-

ingly, in the middle of school role expectations and personal
O

needs-fulfillment at times. He /she is a school official hired

by the board of education and paid by publid monies (or-by

clients' tuition in the case of private Sohools). Therefore;

he/she can "no more abridge students' First Amendment rights

than can an administrator." Also, in the'complicated rPle,

as adviser the4ersod must be committed to helping students4

perceive rights and responsibilities, and must ,let them learn

by trial and error:.-even though he/she must aisii strive to

have pi-diluted the'Ki-ghe-Eit'-qiiiilitk iieisOiiir.

Censoiship. The variable of censorship is thought to

--play-an-important-role-in,ihe relationship of adviser and

2

0

principal. While it cannot be assumed that all advisers

accept or advocate total applicatipn of First Amendment prin-
.

ciples to the high schoOl'press, It is presumed that those

advillri-Who work-in-autonomous-situationsi-in which the

principals do not participate in 4ntrol of the contents of

the school newspaper, perceive thei job satisfaction as being

more acceptable than those advisers-whO must cope with prin

4i*
cipals who interfere with the papers.

The highest level of principal interference with school

newspapers is that o'censorship because of the constitutional

factors involved. Whi.le many other factors determine the

advisdr-principal relationship regarding the operation of the

school newspaper, the cen4orship area is the decidedly most

S.
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The'Commission of Inquiry into High School Jouinalism

recently reported that censorship o high school .newspapers

and.othei-restraints are so widespread in America that any

achievements are liable to be overlooked., It found that

3

censorship was a matter of school polioy throughout the
a .

United-States, even though it was not always stated or implied"

A study of 326 advisers across the country by the
, . _..

- Commission showed that 36% were subjected to limitations on

7 4
subject area of coverage in school newspapers. OamplIell

- ._,...

-ieported that almost half of the schools surveyed in a 12-state

--- --area 1n-1972-had-some Ilnd of censorship-in-newspaper pub-

lishing. Thirty-six per cent of the principals and 4996 of

the advisers in that study reported that the paper could pub-

lish typical news content, but editors understood certain types

of news items that were' not to be published.5

In the current study of advisers in Missouri secondary

schools, 38 of 86 (44%) said some restraint by principals .

was exerted in the types of news (favorable or unfavorable

about the school) that could be printed. Topics of school

Sew parer coverage.(such as school disruptions, sexual rela-

.tionships, drugs, school polidies, and student power) were

restricted by principals, according to 31 of 83 (37%) of thf

advisers. -Of 86 advisers who responded to the question of

overall censorship, 35 (i1%) listed censorship as a real or

potential problem in their schools.

:: ',......

/
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Job Satisfactiori. A nine-item scale was used to measure,

intrinsic rewards of the work of advisers as they perceived
4.

V it. These can be thought of as any which are near the top

of Maslowis hierarchy of needs (such as self-esteem and self-

actualization).
6

The ideal school situation for the adviser

would be one in which the perception of job satisfaction would

be in a balance, with extrinsic rewards providing necessary .

physiola-mOtiVation and contentedness along with- the intrinsic
0

satrsfaction, ,

The provisions of the advising situation set by thesischool

are not necessarily constants of some predetermined master plan

of success. Each adviser has different needs, and eachiwill

not accept the same approaches to education. The lower-order

nestle, such as pay, promotioni, status; and security, Gip

-mediate the individual differences.

_However, the adviser as a professional will constantly..
strive to fulfill the higher-order needs, such as approval,

acceptance, a sense 9f personal worthi. power and self-fulfillment,

through the advising position,7 When the school organization

helps the adviser fulfill his own goals, then high job satis-

faction will result.. 4

Because job satisfaction seems to be related to chal-

lenginglenging Work calling for specialized skills and responsibilities,

.:1,t follows that productivity and job' performance would increase

as the intrinsic factors of the job are actualized.

- A study by Koplyay and Mathie concluded that SchOcils

having a more open climate, as indicated by.the Organizational

6
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Climate Description Question9air6 were more likely to have

high cooperwticn between principals arid teachers regardless

of salary schedule, an external motpater.." When the.teachers

sensed an environment of cooperation, assistance, guidance,

and social need satisfaction with regard to tp principal ?.

the salary plan was not a significant concern. 9

_

Quality of education depends on the coordination of

the creative efforts of advisers and principals. Production

of job satisfaction in advisers Eieemeto be an important~ task

of the school administrator to *ealize full organizational

potential,.

Job satisfaction in this tcly is bqsed on concepts

developed by Chung in his study o_ job satisfaction of

teachers.
10 The subjective judgment of. newspaper advisers

was measured regarding their state of feelings related to

their advising duties. Jcib satisfaction can be defined as

the extent of satisfaction as perceived by advisers of their

social and psychological needs that result from their jobs

a

4

4

A

in the educational organization.

'The nine-item test of job satisfaction basically

7--evaluated intrinsic satisfiers because they were a5;29Ledto-
i

be the true indicators of satisfaction (Table 1). Factor
Is

analysis-- revealed three factors, all consistent with the con-

cept of intrinsic qualities described thus far. Factor 1, work

contentedness; Factor 2, peer friendship; and Factor 3, per-

sonainvolvement; measured the intrinsic satisfaction

(Table 2).

7
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High'work contentedness, high peer friendship, and high

persOnal involvement indicated much job satisfaction. Con-

versely, little contentedness, few friendships'and little

per 1-involvement produced low jqb satisfaction. Items ,

-1, 3,'5, and 8 on the test were 'Stated in, the negative and

were inversely scored in compax:ison with items 2,-41-6-c-7Tixnd

91 thus, incongruency of items within haat of the three factors
S. 9

. ,

can be explained.
. ..

. .

Advisers with high job satisfaction, it is conceptualized,

'would be moraccepting of organizational goals because they

would be highly 'similar to their own. The implication here

is that management style of the principal will greaiiiiiffiC47------

'the job satisfaction of the advis/er. *The Satisfactory expe-

iences and environment-thatare stimulated by the principal

and-nurtured through the principal-adviser relationship result

in quality schoorazin which there is high adviser-centered

management stilt of principals and high job satisfaction of

advisers. . .

-.Thus,.-the-newspaper adviser-principal relationship' is

thought to have effects on the goals of the organization as

-they,; peritain to the__functi,on the school newspaper has in the

education of students. The relationship, if positive, will

help assure -that students' rights are protected and that

democratic principles are able to be studied and applied

.realistically. If negative, the relationship w ill not,alim-

such barriers, thus causing conflicts over basic educational

goals. The/freedom of tile press issue lies at the center of

adviser-pri cipal- e ationships.
l4,
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Method'

7

Questionnaires were sent to principals'and newspaper

advisers in 1975 in.all 183 Misdburi seconds* scliools,that had'
4

accreditation by the North Central Association of Colleges

and Secondary Schools. Eleven schdole reported that there

was no regular, official school newspaper published in their

tichoole. Of the 172 retaining schools, 133 principals C77%)

and 10 advisers (66%) responde4. However, because-7tEcistudy

was based on the adviserprincipal relationship as itiertained

"to job satisfactibn of the-adlTser, only 88 bf

the questionnaires were used i _

Range of so s on a five-point scale-of job satisfaction

. w was 00-- o 4.56. For use in testsof comparisont\these mean

scores were recoded so that three distinct. groups of advi. 1b

emerged: those low.in pp satisfaction (mean scores 2.00 to

3.22); those madibm in 'job satisfactibtr(mean scores 3.33 to

3.89); and thqse high iii44ob_satisfaation (mean scores -J to

ti

..._

4.5)": The grand mean for 88 advisers was 3.56 with a standard
..,,,

.
.

deviation\of 0.57. The three groups categoiized reflect-- ..-

_----2-- . _-------------- '-
divisions made in accordance with the _overall mean and-standard

-----------
deviation. Numerically, the low job satisfaction group.includes

28, advisers (31.8%); the medium group includes 36 advisers

(40.9%

,

t and the high- group includes 24 adkf

"Job satistaCtion score
0

serd-fiG).

visers were then compared

with other s re on their tests, including their perceptions

O
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- of communications conditions with the principal, the types of

news the Pringpal allowed tobe printed, the topics allowed,

the overall censdrhip situation, and whether they were certified

in journalism. Additionally. job 'satisfaction scores of advisers

t 'were compared to corresponding principals' scores in greke of

.symbaditic,Communication (based on the ordering of communications

inventoriesthings discussed Ortinent to school operations: -

that were categorized in the study -by product-mament corre-
. .

'latiom
\
between advisers and principals ap,high positive,, low

positive, high negative, or low negative) Principals' rankings

of their management style alsd were compared with the advisers'

perceptions-of their job sitidfactiom.

Results and Discussion

Censorship of school$papers job satisfactionv

are significantly relategA-Tdfice 3): There is a differ e-e-

between the high, medium, and low adviser mean of job sat-
,

isfactiok and the adviser's per eption of the school prin-

cipal's participatIon *- not allowing certain types of news

to be ed in the°school newspaper.

Where advisers' job satisfaction, is law' a much greater

'frequexicy of news Control is present by principals. Where

job satisfaction is medium or high, advisers generally do not

seem to have interference by principals with regard'to the

type of news that is reported in the newspapers,. .Alsot com-

paratively few advisers with high job sati§f4ction rated

10
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t . .

their principals as restri tiiii certain typed of
1$

unfavorabree
1.0

; N

news from being ed in the newspaper while many low and
Iv

medium j' atisfaction advisers disclosed some restraints on
4 l Jr

type of news allowed by principals. .:... (.

. x

O -41oselY'related t_o Table 3' is the coral:Cary examining

adviser job satisfaction and specific topics ndt allowed by

the Principe). (Table 4): TheAe is a significant ref=
.

nship .

9 I

between adviser lob satisfaction and advile$10--perceptions of
0

certain toplgnOt'being allowed e newspaper by -the ptin-

i

4

;'the pa rthe advisers low in job satisfaction
,

advisers with hi

rigtrictions on

b satisfaction tend to have no

typessof topics that .principals allow in..

tend to have'

a Comparatively high proportion of

as relayed to them by

restraints of certain topics

s -

Overall cliiate oftcensorship is recorded:in Table:5.
oL

There is a significant differen ce between adiiisers' ; ^

"satisfaction 'means and their ratings of censorship as a. problem,
0

a potential problem, or no problem at all. The data deem to

indicate that ,greater problem with censorship exists- in

.schools with advisers who are low in,job satisfaction; medium.

and high job atisfaction'adyisers indicate with greater fre-

qUenly that they have no censorahip'problems.

For insight in intrinsic satisfiers, it was also spec

ulated that advisers who were certified to teachAournalism

(15 semester hours in Missouri) would be more satisfied with

their jobs as advisers than those who do not have the training

I

A

ts.
44.
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that'accompanies certification requirements.(Table :However,
.

all levels of.satisfaction are closely represented in the

tified.columnCit is in the high. area of egtisfaction.and'laek

of certification /hit ,the number seems'particularly,low.

Analysis of Table 'f reveals that both high positive and

high negative symbaditic communication relationships between
O

advisers and.principals tend to be rankdd high also in adviser

Job satisfaction. The ,low npgatiye group q.adyisers tends to

rank its. job satisfaction as lower, than advisers in either of
#

the high groups. The low positive group tends to rank job
- ..

satisfaction as medium or low .111 thi'majority'of-cases.

It is surmised that the highin tensity of communication,

Swhether negative or positive,' could account for the apparent

a
high degree of job satisfaction of those advisers in either

of the high-symbaditic groups. Conversely, those in either

,of the low-intensity groups tend to rank themdelires as, 416
6 6

I / .q ;

oti" mediumin job satisfaction, with the low negative grbup.
.. 1 4

.k

gravitating most consistently toward the low job'eatisfiction.-
: . .

.

.
C'

.' Titeie is also a significant difference between thp high.,
.

t
. oi%* 4 P

. d °. 1%
. medium, and low adviser means ot communication conditions that.

.

t
. . .

.

they. perceiye'within their .principals an-the highs medium, and :
. .

.t
,

low means of ad4ider job satisfaction (
.

Table'8). A greater '
. . ..., .

.

number of advisers who are highly satikied.with condi*ons,of 'If'
... f ,

0 I . % .
, A 49 $90

,:. cpmmunications are also, highly satisfied with :their jobs as

.
advisors than are those who ranked low. The medium advisers ,

in communications conditions are about evenlysplit with regard,
. .

1,- .

to,job 'satisfaction, as are the med.ium-satisfied advisers with
,

. i, ,i .
.

.
.

communi/cations condition's. ,

.1-

.

.

.
.

.

-; -r
.

.

4
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:0ia.. . '` . After principals were divided according
/
to management

Estyle and each 'school were dividid by their job

t

.satisfaction, A significant difference between the high,

medium, and low prinoipal means of adviser-centered, manage-
' .1

_mint style-and-the-high, mediuml and low adviser means of

sitisfactiOn resulted (Table9). Most of the apparent

4

Mt

differences existed in the high Principal groups. Principals

high in management style.tended to have advisers who rated
2 ,

high in job satisfaction; principals low in management style

toward- advisers- tended to have about an even distribution

among the job satisfaction means as did principals in the

medium adviser-Centered management style groups..

Conclusions

Job satisfaction of hightschool newspaper advisers seems

to be-a key variable related to censorship of the school Vries

by priricipals.

Because job satisfaction relates significantly'to cen-

sorship$ communications conditioni, certificati n and-sym---

communications these areas ought to be fu y explored

by prime ipals and adkis.ers -in -thei-r-work-in-s cho-ois -Far

example, advisers who have the interest'should be encouraged

to become certified to teach journalism--thus gaining added

_.expertise in newspapering. An openness of communication between

the two. perhaps leading to high positive symbeditic commun-

jeaioh;-aisii tends to create an environment for job satisfaction.

The tendency for the scho61 to have a free press would to much

greater when advisers indicate job satisfaction.
a

13
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. , .
Principali' unders-tandinf of intrinsic satiefiers arid

..,_ _. .....

12

---their-applicatipn of those qualittes-to-their-their 7
. .,

with:nevninewspaper itdviises ,will .hel-p;Sisure '"t14'i.civiser thitt:.",.' *-. -

vrp
satisfaction wtiich'is characteristic of personal needs -fulfill-

:mentwithin the orOnizaticm. Apparently, the lack/of
"' censorship on the part of the principals creates a degree of

intrinsic satisfaction fdradvisers. Also', because of *
the'

- --
significant positive relationship between high job satisfae-

- ,.. , . .

Aion and high adviser7benfpered-management style, on the Part
"- .1 _ . _ _...... -, ... -- . ..

a of principals, the R4ridipals",,perceistiOns of this type of
.; ,

management style seem equally:: to -the assurance of

a setting for job iatisfactiOn of adviser..

V

t

4 4

O

it
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TABLE1

' Job -Satisfacti on.-Factor-Loadirie after . -Hand Rotation
--

Factor I II
Item

1. I do things at school'that I
wouldn't. do if it were up to me. .60 _.i26 .075

f-ind-my-io.b-very-e
rewarding. 42.5 .296 .200

3. -,.;Iri Age long ,ran, it is better .io
-.-,-4;lierAiiiimally involved in school2;"ifffaird
,. XI: till 'close to Otter teachers in

;.-.111iie school.', ,..
5.. 'I. really don't. feel satisfied with:,(..,r4-

:.W., 1110_t_..pf things that go on in this
..1121 .f94 -.220.. DV WI

...

tzi G.. .. 'Some ,:hingi I do here don't _make .

much.sense'to,me.
.

.. .600, .132 .019,.. .,

7... I feel 'inisil_ved_..ina__lot--4f--actii"...
itles that go on in this school. ,g',", .290 ;268 .4 4

,8. I feel some basic things need to be
changed for this schcocil to improve. .660 .188 -.24o

..380 -.028

-' :210 ...111±2

A-

"4-

-As. far as-- I knowt-I am well liked
by my colleagues.. .215 ..468 .160

O

±.
''*. ,
4;1'

,
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TABLE 2

i

Factors Related to Job Satisfaction

O
.....

Item

I. Work Contentedness

1. do thing s-at school that I ,

wouldn't do if it were up to me.

rewarding.

I really don't feel satisfied with
a lot ofthingethat go on in this
school.

^.
5.

ro

15

.625 ".

..785
J . . . .

6. Same-.things- I do here don't make much
sense to me. .600

I feet some basic things need to be.
i for this School to.improve. .660

; Peer.' i ship
. ,

16 Ii
/
feel close to' other teachers in

this' school.
,

/ . r,. .
t.
.-.,

9..As.fir-ge-T-kriew. I-am well-Iiked ,

by'my colleagues. . .468

'''''''III.O. Personal. Involvement

4849. .

. ,t

,

. 3. In the long run, it is better to be
mi4mally "involved in school affairs., .520

. .

7.. I 'feel' involved in a lot of activities
tr ,that"go on in this scheol. , , .450 ,

4
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- TABLE 3 _
Crosstabulation of Job Satisfaction Means

By Theo of News Principals AllOw to be Printed

isfa tion- TETiWirWm,le
_gm \

Low 6,

23

High . -1,9 ."---.,

i

I ,(118 )

'. ' X.' = i 9 . o35 af = 2,

/6

Some-Rio-str!titit

21 (27)

12 - (35)

. 5 (24)

%.,..,,

\ .:: c...''''''Z,4
. -

(.38 ) 86
- 1 \

p <.001
i 1

TABLE 11,

Crosstabulati on' of Job SatisfactiOn Means
By .Topics 'PrincipalkAllow to be Printed

Restrictions of _Topics?
ACLIction

NM?
,

Low

Medium

Q'

'Yes No

15 11 (26)

21. (33)-

4 20 (210

.(3iL 1:- (52 ) :83'

8.999 ,= 2 p < .05

; I.

r

r.

.48 .

O

4-

G.
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TABLE 5

Crosstabulition of Job Satisfaction ?leans.

Job Censorship
e ao ion ;

No FrOlem Potential
-

I

17

. __ ____2._. ..i______Low_ 10 x,7,----111 (28)
a%

.
Ned 4*--\ ''.---...-25,--

______:._\_... i0
, , (-35).

. I., -------

1.....,...,,;,.....:---- ,
.. ,

: AL (51):
.

\.(.35) 86.....---a

2
/

-I" !-

..,.

_X 9.591?- . of t---,,2 p< .01

ei

3

,
O

I.

TABLE 6.,

-
. __.

.

Crosetabulation of Job Satisfaction Mmule.

_I__
By Advisers' CertifiaitioifIngoFnalism

Job Certification
.giilsfaction
MOans

. -1.
Year. No .,

- (28)

OS)

0
Low 15 13

. . .

Medium : - 20'
.

_ _ 15
.

'Itigh 20 14

P.. `

1 (0) (32) 87

= 5.992 df = 2 p< .0

{24)

.

;44



TABLE 7 ,

Crosstabulation of Symbaditic Communication------- -11-Job-Satisfaction_sf_Adriusre* .
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--Crosstabulation of Comiunications Conditions Deane
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TABLE 9 .

Crossiabulation-of-Management-Style-Menne
By

Job Satisfaction Meant
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